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DEFERENCE IS A BIG ISSUE
IN LITIGATION AGAINST CMS
• Deference: the weight that a court will give to the agency’s legal
interpretation in resolving a case

• A BIG ISSUE FOR INDIVIDUAL CASES
o The court can disagree with the agency’s interpretation but rule
in its favor anyway
o Deference can and often does determine the outcome of a case
o The playing field is (by design) skewed in the agency’s favor
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 A BIG ISSUE FOR THE SEPARATION OF POWERS
o Less deference shifts authority to the court at the expense of the
agency:
“This sounds like the greatest judicial power grab
since Marbury v. Madison”
Justice Stephen Breyer at oral argument in Kisor v. Wilkie

o More deference shifts authority to the agency at the expense of the
court:
The deference rule at issue in Kisor “creates a systematic judicial bias
in favor of the federal government, the most powerful of parties, and
against everyone else.”
Opinion of Justice Neil Gorsuch in Kisor v. Wilkie
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Background:
Deference In Federal Court Litigation
Challenging Actions Of CMS


Must challenge agency actions that have legal consequences



Legal consequences flow from the statutes and regulations the
agency is responsible for administering



Administering necessarily involves interpreting what the statutory
and regulatory requirements mean
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The Court must decide how much weight to give the agency’s
interpretation



Auer v. Robbins deference: the set of rules governing deference to
the agency’s interpretation of its own regulations (which the agency
has drafted and is responsible for administering)



o

Under Auer, the court gives the agency’s interpretation of its own
regulation “controlling” weight unless the interpretation is “plainly
erroneous” or “inconsistent with the regulation”

o

Kisor v. Wilkie: whether Auer deference should be eliminated

Chevron deference (not the subject of this webinar): the set of rules
governing deference to the agency’s interpretation of the statute it is
charged with administering
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Kisor v. Wilkie


The scope of the plaintiff’s veterans disability benefits turned on the Veterans
Administration’s interpretation of an agency rule



Auer deference determined the outcome of the case



The plaintiff lost when the court deferred to the agency, relying entirely on
the Auer deference doctrine



The question presented to the Supreme Court was whether the Auer doctrine
should be overruled



In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court did not overrule the Auer deference
doctrine



**However, Kisor did address limits to Auer deference in a fashion not
previously articulated by the Supreme Court
o

Some announced for the first time

o

Others drawn from different prior opinions and integrated for the first time,
giving lower courts a roadmap to limit deference if appropriate
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LIMIT #1: THE DEGREE OF DEFERENCE
 Previously most courts had considered Auer deference to be a kind of
“super” deference
o Agency’s interpretation of its own regulations (under Auer) had greater
weight than agency’s interpretation of its own statute (under Chevron)
o Auer standard: (assuming prerequisites apply) defer unless agency
interpretation is “plainly erroneous” or “inconsistent with the
regulation”
o Chevron standard: (assuming prerequisites apply) defer unless agency
interpretation is “unreasonable.”
 Kisor: Because of the “plainly erroneous” formulation some courts have
thought that “agency constructions of rules receive greater deference than
agency constructions of statutes . . . . But that is not so.”
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LIMIT #2: OBJECTIVE FACTORS FOR
DETERMINING WHETHER A REGULATION IS AMBIGUOUS


Auer deference has always been limited to interpretations of regulations that
are “ambiguous”



Courts and commentators have criticized Auer deference on the ground that
ambiguity is in the eye of the beholder
o

Critique: an inherently malleable standard in which the judge can
determine the case’s outcome by determining whether the regulation is
ambiguous (because Auer was seen as “super” deference)
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Kisor articulates a number of objective factors to determine
whether a regulation is ambiguous
o

Court must use “standard rules of interpretation” to
construe the regulation:


Text



Structure



History



Purpose
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o

The regulation is not ambiguous simply because it seems
“impenetrable on the first read” or because the judge’s “eyes
glaze over”

o

There must be “genuine” ambiguity:


Choice between or among more than one reasonable
reading



Careless drafting



Problem not foreseen by the drafters



Inherent limitations of language to describe specific
situations
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LIMIT #3: THE COURT DETERMINES
THE OUTER BOUNDS OF PERMISSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS


The Court will defer under Auer if the agency has a reasonable
interpretation of an ambiguous regulation, yet some interpretations are not
reasonable.



The Court polices the outer bounds of what is reasonable
o “It does not matter whether the word ‘yellow’ is ambiguous
when the agency has interpreted it to mean ‘purple.’”
Opinion of Justice Antonin Scalia in United States v. Home Concrete & Supply, LLC
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LIMIT #4: THE COURT DOES NOT DEFER, EVEN TO A
REASONABLE INTERPRETATION, IF IT IS NOT THE
“OFFICIAL POSITION” OF THE AGENCY



Must be the official position of the agency (though it need not be from
the agency head)



Informal statements and memos by low-level officials are typically not
enough
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LIMIT #5: THE COURT DOES NOT DEFER, EVEN TO A
REASONABLE INTERPRETATION, IF IT DOES NOT
IMPLICATE THE AGENCY’S SUBSTANTIVE EXPERTISE


One justification for deference is the expertise of the agency and long-term
familiarity with the subject at hand



Typically no deference if the interpretation is outside of the agency’s
ordinary duties or developed in a regulatory regime in which enforcement
is shared with another agency
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LIMIT #6: THE COURT DOES NOT DEFER, EVEN TO A
REASONABLE INTERPRETATION, IF IT IS NOT THE
AGENCY’S “FAIR AND CONSIDERED JUDGMENT”


Fair and considered judgment justifies the extra weight given
through deference



“Convenient litigating positions” and “post-hoc rationalizations” are
typically not enough
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LIMIT #7: THE COURT DOES NOT DEFER, EVEN TO A
REASONABLE INTERPRETATION, IF IT CAUSES
UNFAIR SURPRISE


Unfair surprise justifies making the playing field more level



Typically no deference when a new agency interpretation conflicts
with a prior one



Typically no deference when new regulatory action disrupts
reliance expectations by addressing longstanding conduct not
previously regulated
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IN SUM:


Auer deference is here to stay



Courts have a new toolbox to use when addressing the
applicability and scope of Auer deference.



Kisor will force courts to be more careful and deliberate
before deciding to defer to CMS’s interpretation of its own
regulations
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Azar v. Allina Health Services, et al.
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• On 6/3/2019, the Supreme Court issued a decision in
Azar v. Allina Health Services, et al., 139 S.Ct. 1804.
• Hospitals brought action against Secretary of HHS, alleging
HHS violated the Medicare Act by not engaging in noticeand-comment rulemaking before changing the Medicare
formula for calculating disproportionate share hospital
(DSH) payments, which had the effect of lowering the
hospitals’ payments for treating low income Medicare
patients.
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• To ensure that hospitals have the resources and incentive
to serve low income patients, the government offers
additional payments to institutions that serve a
“disproportionate number” of low-income patients.
• The additional payments are calculated based on the
hospital’s Medicare fraction:
Numerator:

Time the hospital spent caring for patients who were
“entitled to benefits under” Medicare Part A & also
entitled to income support payments under the SSA

Denominator:

Time the hospital spent caring for patients who were
“entitled to benefits under” Medicare Part A.

• The bigger the fraction, the bigger the payment.
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• Question arose whether enrollees with Medicare Part C
(Medicare Advantage) should be counted as “entitled to
benefits under” Part A when calculating a hospital’s
Medicare fraction.
– Part C enrollees tend to be wealthier than beneficiaries that
opt for traditional Part A coverage.
– Counting Part C enrollees makes the fraction smaller and can
reduce hospitals’ payments considerably.
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• HHS has gone back and forth on whether to count Part C
enrollees in the Medicare fraction:
– At first, HHS did not include them
– In 2003, HHS issued a Proposed Rule which proposed to codify
its practice of not including Part C enrollees in the Medicare
fraction
– In 2004, HHS issued a Final Rule which reversed course and
stated that Part C enrollees would be counted in the Medicare
fraction
• Court in Allina Health Services v. Sebelius, 746 F.3d 1102, 1108
(CADC 2014) vacated the 2004 rule because HHS had “pull[ed] a
surprise switcheroo”

– In 2013, HHS issued a new Rule that prospectively
“readopt[ed] the policy” of counting Part C enrollees
• Challenges to the 2013 rule remain pending
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
– In 2014, when HHS began to calculate hospitals’ Medicare
fractions for FY 2012, it wanted to count Part C enrollees. But• It couldn’t rely on the 2004 rule, because it was vacated; and
• It couldn’t rely on the 2013 rule, because it had prospective effect

– Solution: HHS posted on its website the 2012 Medicare
fractions for 3,500 hospitals nationwide and noted that the
fractions included Part C enrollees
• This appeal followed
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• Medicare Act requires the government to provide notice and
comment on any “rule, requirement, or other statement of
policy” that “establishes or changes a substantive legal
standard governing… the payment for services.” 42 U.S.C.
§ 1395hh(a)(2).
• The 2014 pronouncement on the HHS website:
– Involved “payment for services.”
– Set forth a “statement of policy.”
– Thus, whether HHS had an obligation to provide notice and
comment turned on whether the announcement established or
changed a “substantive legal standard.”
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
•

The phrase “substantive legal standard” does not appear anywhere
else in the U.S. Code. The parties offered 2 differing interpretations
of the term:
– Hospitals argued the Medicare Act intended to distinguish a substantive
legal standard from a procedural legal standard.
• A substantive standard is one that “creates duties, rights and
obligations;” and
• A procedural standard specifies how those duties rights and obligations
should be enforced
• Counting Part C patients is substantive in this sense, because it affects a
hospital’s right to payment

– HHS argued the statute means to distinguish a substantive legal standard
from an interpretive legal standard as described by the APA:
• Substantive rules have the “full force and effect of law;” and
• Interpretive rules are those that “advise the public of the agency’s
construction of the statutes and rules which it administers”
• HHS argued that counting Part C patients would constitute an interpretive
rule under the APA, and thus notice and comment was not required.
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
•

The Court sided with the hospitals, because:
– (1) The Medicare Act contemplates that “statements of policy” can
establish or change a substantive legal standard. 42 U.S.C. §
1395hh(a)(2).
• By definition under the APA, statements of policy are not substantive;
they are grouped with and treated as administrative rules. 5 U.S.C.
§553 (b) (A).

– (2) The Medicare Act gives the government limited authority to
make retroactive “substantive change[s]” in interpretive rules and
statements of policy. 42 U.S.C. § 1395hh(e)(1).
• By definition under the APA, statements of policy are not substantive;
they are grouped with and treated as administrative rules. 5 U.S.C.
§553 (b) (A).

– (3) The APA does not govern Medicare. The Medicare Act, which
sets forth the notice and comment requirements for Medicare
policies, adopts some, but not all, of the APA obligations and
exemptions. That Congress chose to proceed in this manner
suggests that it acted intentionally and purposefully.
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• “In the end, all of the available evidence persuades us that
the phrase “substantive legal standard,” which appears in §
1395hh (a) (2) and apparently nowhere else in the U.S.
Code, cannot bear the same construction as the term
“substantive rule” in the APA.
• We need not, however, go so far as to say that the
hospitals’ interpretation… is correct in every particular.
• To affirm the judgment before us, it is enough to say the
government’s arguments for reversal fail to withstand
scrutiny.
• Other questions about the statute’s meaning can await
other cases… [T]he briefing before us focused on the issue
whether the Medicare Act borrows the APA’s interpretiverule exception, and we limit our holding accordingly.”
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AZAR V. ALLINA HEALTH SERVICES, ET AL.
• HHS argued that the Medicare Act did not speak to the
issue of whether Part C enrollees ought to be included in
the Medicare fraction.
• The Court held that, “We hold simply that, when the
government establishes or changes an avowedly “gap”filling policy, it can’t evade its notice-and-comment
obligations under §1395hh(a)(2)…”
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Implications of Kisor and Allina
for the Healthcare Industry
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Overview
Impact on Agency Rulemaking
Impact on Agency Decision
Making
Challenging Agency Actions
Fate of Sub-regulatory Guidance
Fraud and Abuse Implications
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Kisor and Allina –
Impact on Agency Rulemaking
• Allina: the Medicare statute, unlike the APA, requires HHS to adopt
even interpretative rules through notice and comment rulemaking if
those rules establish or change a substantive legal standard governing
reimbursement.
• Kisor: “[T]his Court has cabined Auer’s scope in varied and critical ways
– and . . . has maintained a strong judicial role in interpreting rules.
What emerges is a deference doctrine not quite so tame as some might
hope, but no nearly so menacing as they might fear.”
• Combined: broader requirement to conduct notice and comment
rulemaking under the Medicare statute, and harder to get Auer
deference for any agency policies not adopted through notice and
comment.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor and Allina –
Impact on Agency Rulemaking
• More difficult for agencies to successfully impose binding requirements
by issuing interpretation of regulations or characterizing guidance as an
interpretation of a regulation.
• More notice and comment rulemaking
in the Medicare context.
• More detailed rulemaking.
• Greater voice for healthcare providers
in the regulatory process.

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under
CC BY-NC

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor –
Impact on Agency Decision Making
• Lower-level officials cannot bind the regulated public.
• Interpretations more likely to be issued through the head(s) of the agency
or other authoritative or official processes.
• Will an administrative law judge’s (ALJ’s) constructions of regulations
command deference? In Kisor, an administrative law judge affirmed initial
VA decision based on its interpretation of the agency rule.

• Who at CMS?
• The Provider Reimbursement Review Board (PRRB)?
• The CMS administrator?

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor –
Impact on Agency Decision Making
• Agency may be more reluctant to offer interpretations that are likely to
fail the Kisor test.
• Local coverage determinations (LCDs):
• Specifically authorized by Congress (42 U.S.C. 1395kk-1(a)(4)).
• Issued by Medicare Administrative Contractors (MACs).
• LCDs are not binding on ALJs.

• Key to determine the precise actor within an agency and the
accompanying source of authority.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor and Allina –
Challenging Agency Actions
• Kisor: Substantive challenge: when is the agency interpretation entitled
to Auer deference?
• Chief Justice: “the cases in which Auer deference is warranted largely
overlap with the cases in which it would be unreasonable for a court not to
be persuaded by an agency’s interpretation of its own regulation.”

• Allina: Procedural challenge: a rule that imposes or changes “a
substantive legal standard” must be subject to notice and comment
under the Medicare Act.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor and Allina –
Fate of Sub-regulatory Guidance
• Dissent in Allina: “To imagine that Congress wanted the agency to use
[notice-and-comment] procedures in respect to a large percentage of
Medicare guidance manuals is to believe that Congress intended to
enact what could become a major roadblock to the implementation of
the Medicare program.”
• Examples of rules previously held to be interpretative:
• A provision governing whether certain hospital costs should be classified as routine
or ancillary.
• A provision governing whether providers are entitled to reimbursement for bad debts
when States are obligated to pay those debts under Medicaid.
• A provision restricting the type of financial arrangements for which hospitals can
recover reimbursement for on-call emergency room physicians.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor and Allina –
Fate of Sub-regulatory Guidance
• Example: Clarian Health West v. Hargan, 878 F.3d 346 (D.C. Cir. 2017)
(holding that HHS did not have to engage in notice and comment when
setting forth policies in instruction manual regarding how to calculate
Medicare outlier reconciliations).
• The D.C. Cir. anticipated Allina: the statute and the regulation established
the substantive legal standards governing outlier reimbursement. The
manual instructions did not alter the applicable legal standards.
• The D.C. Cir. did not decide the substantive validity of the manual
instructions: now under Kisor:
• Is the 2003 regulation ambiguous?
• Is HHS’s interpretation reasonable?
• Was it made by authoritative official? Did it implicate agency expertise, or
was it a unfair surprise to regulated parties?
© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor and Allina –
Fate of Sub-regulatory Guidance
• Kisor: “[A]n agency’s reading of a rule must reflect ‘fair and considered
judgment’ to receive Auer deference. . . And a court may not defer to a
new interpretation, whether or not introduced in litigation, that creates
‘unfair surprise’ to regulated parties.”
• Consistency is key: binding deference is rarely warranted when an agency
has changed its regulatory interpretation.
• Agency action cannot upset existing reliance interest.
• Retroactive and costly effect.

• Making a record regarding the ways in which the agency has
upset settled expectations to the detriment of the regulated party.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor –
Fraud and Abuse Implications
• Whether False Claims Act (FCA) claims can now be based on alleged
violations of LCDs or manual provisions?
• In the past, the government and relators have used LCDs to:
• Create a standard for demonstrating claims were not medically necessary, and
• As a means for arguing the documentation supporting the disputed claims was
insufficient.

• DOJ has relied on Medicare provider billing and reimbursement
manuals as a basis for establishing noncompliance in FCA cases.

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor –
Fraud and Abuse Implications
• DOJ was moving away from relying on subregulatory agency guidance
documents in enforcement actions.
• December, 2018: JM 1-20.000 of the Justice Manual (“Limitation on Use of
Guidance Documents in Litigation”): civil and criminal enforcement actions “must
be based on violations of applicable legal requirements, not mere noncompliance
with guidance documents issued by federal agencies.”
• “The Department may continue to rely on agency guidance documents for purposes,
including evidentiary purposes that are otherwise lawful and consistent with the
Federal Rules of Evidence, that do not treat such documents as creating by
themselves binding requirements that do not already exist by statute or regulation.”

• Kisor: “An enforcement action must . . . rely on a legislative rule, which
(to be valid) must go through notice and comment.”

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor –
Fraud and Abuse Implications
• The 60-Day Rule: 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7k(d) created FCA liability for
providers that don’t return “known” overpayments with 60 days of
“identification.”
• Overpayment: “any funds that a person receives or retains . . . to which the person,
after applicable reconciliation, is not entitled. . .”
• “Medicare entitlement depends upon whether the funds were received in
conformance to the payment rules set forth in the Act and its implementing
regulations.” 81 Fed. Reg. 7658 (Feb. 12, 2016).

• What about when providers receive reimbursement in violation of subregulatory policies?

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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Kisor –
Corporate Compliance Programs
• Corporate compliance programs: DOJ’s interest in incentivizing such
programs.
• FCA credit policy announced on May 6, 2019.
• The DOJ considers the nature and effectiveness of a company’s compliance program
in evaluating whether the FCA applies.

• On May 20, 2019, Principal Deputy Associate Attorney General Claire
McCusker Murray addressed the annual Compliance Week Conference:
“Unless and until the Supreme Court charts a new course with respect to
Auer deference in Kisor v. Wilkie this term, an important part of [a
company’s] good-faith risk calculation will be informed by [its] legal
team’s analysis of whether the [agency subregulatory] guidance at issue
is likely to be accorded [Auer] deference.”

© 2019 Greenberg Traurig, LLP
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PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND STRATEGIES
• The health care industry is replete with sub-regulatory
guidance that serves to interpret an agency’s regulations.
Such guidance documents include, but are not limited to:
–
–
–
–
–

OIG Fraud Alerts, Advisory Bulletins and Special Bulletins
National Coverage Determinations (NCDs)
Local Coverage Decisions (LCDs)
CMS Manuals
Local Coverage Articles (LCAs)

• In evaluating whether such sub-regulatory guidance is
entitled to Auer deference, attorneys representing health
care providers and suppliers should consider the following:
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PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND STRATEGIES
• (1) Does the agency interpretation constitute a legislative
(i.e., substantive) rule, which would be required to undergo
notice and comment rulemaking prior to serving as the
basis of an enforcement action, or does the agency’s
interpretation merely serve as interpretive rule?
– Note that in the Medicare context, the Medicare Act has
adopted notice and comment provisions applicable to Medicare
policy that differ from the requirements set forth in the APA.
See Azar v. Allina Health Services, et al.
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PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND STRATEGIES
• (2) Is the agency interpretation an authoritative statement
of agency policy? Kisor provides the following illustrations:
– Official staff memoranda published in the Federal Register, but
which were not approved by an agency’s head, were afforded
Auer deference
– A speech offered by a “mid-level official” was not afforded
Auer deference
– An informal memorandum memorializing a telephone
conversation between employees was not entitled to Auer
deference
– Where an agency “disclaimed the use of regulatory guides as
authoritative,” a court may not afford Auer deference
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PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND APPEAL STRATEGIES
• (2) Is the agency interpretation an authoritative statement
of agency policy?
– In December 2018, the Justice Manual of the United States
Department of Justice was revised to state that, “Criminal and
civil enforcement actions brought by the Department must be
based on violations of applicable legal requirements, not mere
noncompliance with guidance documents issued by federal
agencies, because guidance documents cannot by themselves
create binding requirements that do not already exist by
statute or regulation.”
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PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND APPEAL STRATEGIES
• (2) Is the agency interpretation an authoritative statement
of agency policy?
– In the context of Medicare reimbursement, federal regulations
codified at 42 C.F.R. §§ 405.1060 and 1062, state that
• (1) NCDs are binding on fiscal intermediaries, carriers, QIOs,
QICs, ALJs Judges attorney adjudicators, as well as the Council;
and
• (2) LCDs, program memoranda and manual instructions are
not binding on ALJs, attorney adjudicators and the Council, but
ALJs, attorney adjudicators and the Council must give substantial
deference to such policies.
• A question arises as to what, if any, deference would be afforded
to a Local Coverage Article (LCA).
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PRACTICAL GUIDANCE AND APPEAL STRATEGIES
• (3) Does the agency interpretation reflect the fair and
considered judgment of the agency? For example, is the
“interpretation” raised as a convenient litigating position?
Did the agency provide proper notice of its interpretation so
as to avoid an “unfair surprise”? Does the agency’s
interpretation reflect a different policy that previously
espoused by the agency?
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